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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a family of block ciphers named SHIPHER. We present a symmetric encryption
framework based on a cryptographic hash function and dynamic
operators controlled by small random numbers. This dynamic
operator mixes operations from different algebraic groups like
IDEA [1]. However, unlike IDEA and extended IDEA ( [2], [3]),
modular addition is the only calculation in this framework and
this makes SHIPHER highly efﬁcient. The round function was
chosen to provide confusion and diffusion to facilitate hardware
implementations. This framework can provide families of secure,
ﬂexible, and variable-key-length block ciphers. Any block size
can be achieved. We have extensively investigated our encryption
framework. We can easily control the computational cost by
selecting block size, implementation method, and a hash function.
Also, this framework offers excellent performance and it is
ﬂexible and generic enough to admit a variety of implementations
on different dynamic operators. In this paper, we provide one
implementation, show its performance, and discuss possible
extensions of similar dynamic operators.
Index Terms—block cipher; symmetric cipher; customized
operator; light-weight; embedding devices

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many symmetric encryption schemes such as Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) [9] and Blowﬁsh [5]. Most of
them are based on Feistel Networks or substitution, while our
scheme proposed in this paper is inspired by a customized
nonlinear operators, which is a randomized combination of
group operations. Our scheme accepts any block size and we
name it as SHIPHER, which is different from our previous
work [4] using SubSet-Sum problems.
The design goal of SHIPHER is to provide another novel light-weight block cipher family. The security level of
SHIPHER depends on the block size, time t , and the key
K. So it is also a key-dependent symmetric block cipher.
However, it is different from the idea using extra key bits to
get strong s-boxes in [6]. (See more comparisons with other
ciphers in Section 8).
SHIPHER can be applied in lightweight applications (e.g.
8-bit microcontroller) as well as heavyweight applications. In
this paper, we ﬁrst present the framework to generate the
SHIPHER families. Then a novel symmetric block cipher
implementation is proposed herein. In the proposed cipher,
we choose the block size to be 256, while the length of a
secret key varies.
The dynamic operator mixes operations from different algebraic groups and is controlled by small random positive
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integers with constrains. The required confusion is achieved
by successively using a fast cryptographic hash function, two
different group operations on pairs of varible-length subblocks
(or chunks) and the cipher structure was chosen to provide the
necessary diffusion. Our cipher resists differential attacks, linear cryptanalysis, Boomerang attacks, and related-key attacks
due to its high randomness. Its cipher structure was chosen
to facilitate hardware implementations, unlike IDEA [1] and
extended IDEA [2], it does not have complex operators such
as modular multiplication.
We also extensively analyze and test the avalanche effect. At
last we show other extension methods to this framework, and
conduct the performance evaluation using SHIPHER-library.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• A symmetric encryption framework based on customized
nonlinear operators is proposed. This framework is very
ﬂexible and accepts any block size and various implementations. It is suitable for both lightweight and heavyweight
applications.
• We present a complete implementation of 256-bit block
cipher and present potential extensions to this block
cipher.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the framework model to design SHIPHER.
In Section 3 we present one detailed implementation and several other implementation methods based on this framework.
We analyze the encryption model and test the avalanche effect
in Section 4. Thorough security analysis is given in Section
5. We evaluate our implementation in Section 6. In Section 7,
we discuss extension to this encryption framework. In Section
8, we review the related work, and we conclude the paper and
discuss the future work in Section 9.
II. C ONSTRUCTION F RAMEWORK
A. Deﬁnition of dynamic operator
A dynamic operator  is deﬁned by randomly combining
several ﬁnite group operations together, such as addition
modular over 2l , multiplication
addition over
 over Zp \ {0}, 
GF (2n ), etc. Let G = (S, ) be a group.
l means a
group operation on a l-bit subblock, which may be any group
operation, and & is a concatenation operation.
Deﬁnition 1: Suppose p is the number of subblock (or
chunks) in a block, and li is the length of a subblock (or
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chunk), then = l0 & l1 & · & li & · & lp , where
,

 
,
, and
are
ﬁnite
group
operations.

For example, when
is l , an addition of integers modulo
2l where the l-bit subblock is treated as the usual radix-two
representation of an integer. Then =l0 & l1 & · & li & ·
&lp .
Suppose p = 2, l0 = 3 and l1 = 1,  = 3 &1 means that
adding the ﬁrst 3 digits (a 3 operation), and followed by a 1
operation. Thus, (0011)  (1011) = (001 + 101)mod 23 &(1 +
1)mod 21 = 1100.
An dynamic operator  is determined by block size w,
number of chunk p, length li of each chuck, and different
group operations on each chunk. Through combining different
group operations with &,  provides nonlinearity. When w and
p are the same, a slightly change in li will make the  change.
B. A note of a dynamic operator 
We should notice that for a dynamic operator ,
1) If 1 and 2 are different, then
(n1 1 n2 ) 2 n3 = n1 1 (n2 2 n3 ) is generally not true.
For example, for a 5-bit chunk, assume 1 is 1 & 2 &2 ,
while 2 is 2 &3 . n1 = 10111, n2 = 11001 and n3 =
01110;
Then n1 1 n2 = (1)(01)(11) 1 (1)(10)(01) = 01100
(n1 1 n2 ) 2 n3 = (01)(100) 2 (01)(110) = 10010.
n2 2 n3 = (11)(001) 2 (01)(110) = 00111
n1 1 (n2 2 n3 ) = (1)(01)(11) 1 (0)(01)(11) = 11010.
We can see that a pair of different s is not distributive.
C. Confusion
Confusion (see ( [7], [8])) means that the ciphertext depends
on the plaintext and key in a complicated and involved
way. The confusion is achieved by mixing different group
operations.
The two operations are incompatible in the sense that:
1. No pair of the two operations satisﬁes a distributive law.
For example,
a 1 (b 2 c) = (a 1 b) 2 (a 1 c)

(II-1)

2. No pair of the 2 operations satisﬁes an associative law.
For example,
a 1 (b 2 c) = (a 1 b) 2 c.

(II-2)

3. The two group operations in a  are combined by a &,
which inhibits isotopisms as shown in literature [1]. Thus,
using any bijections on the operands, it is impossible to realize
any one of the two operations by another operation.
D. Round encryption
In the encryption, w is the block size, p is the number
p
(s)
of subblock
(or
chunks) in
a block, i=1 di = w, we use



s = d(s) &·& d(s) &·& d(s) , where s is the round label,
0
i
p−1
s is the dynamic operator we will use in each round.
This cipher relies on two factors: (1) shared key K; (2)
time t to generate small random integers, which is transmitted
through out-of-band channel, such as text message, email,

and personal call. These small random integers are used to
determine the s .
Suppose that m is a plaintext, and Hk0 is the hash of
shared key K, which is a 256-bit binary digit when we use
RC4-256 as the hash function. Hk1 , ..., Hkn are generated by
Hk0 , where the n is determined by security strength. σs is a
permutation generated by {Hk1 , ..., Hkn }.
Deﬁnition 2: We deﬁne a mapping F1 , such that
{Hk1 , ..., Hkn }=F1 (K, t ). F1 is used to generate
{Hk1 , ..., Hkn } from Hk0 , which is a w-bit binary digit. F1
has different implementations.
Deﬁnition 3: We deﬁne a mapping F2 , such that
σ=F2 (K, t ). F2 is used to generate a permutation from
{Hk1 , ..., Hkn }, which are n w-bit binary digits. F2 has
different implementations as well.
Deﬁnition 4: We deﬁne a 
mapping F3 , such that
p
{d0 , ..., di , ..., dp } = F3 (K, t , p), i=1 di = w, where w is

the block size, time t is a seed of a Pseudo Random Number
Generator P RN G(), p is the number of subblock (or chunks)
in a block. F3 also has different implementations.
We use the following round function to encrypt a plaintext
m. e0 = m, Hk0 and Hk1 are seen as n0 and n1 , permutation
σs is dependent on key. In the s + 1 round encryption, Hks
can be seen as ns ;
The round function is:
e1 = σ1 (e0 ) 0 n0 ;
e2 = σ2 (e1 ) 1 n1 ;
.
es+1 = σs (es ) s ns .

(II-3)

The dynamic operator s is deﬁned in 2.1 and it has various
implementations.
E. Decryption scheme
The encryption and decryption processes are similar. The
differences between the encryption and decryption algorithm
are: (1) Do the inverse operation of s ; (2) Use the corresponding inverse of the permutation σs .
The decryption formula is as follows,
es = σs−1 (es+1 −1
s ns );

(II-4)

−1
where, −1
is the inverse of σs .
s is the inverse of s , σs
The complexity of decryption depends on the complexity of
solving the following problem:
Problem 1: Given e2 and e0 , ﬁnd (n0 , n1 , 0 ), 1 ) such that
e2 = σ2−1 (n1 1 (n0 0 e0 )).
The number of the small random numbers used and the
number of rounds affects the security level. The larger of them,
the more secure the encryption scheme. We will give detailed
analysis in Section 4 and 5.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
To construct a dynamic operator, we chop a block into w/2h
2h -bit chunks, where h is a small integer such as 3 and 4.
(s)
The lengths of chunks di are related to an order-dependent
(h − 1)−compositions of an integer 2h . To simplify the
implementation and implement it in an 8-bit microcontroller,
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Fig. 2. A decryption diagram
Fig. 1. A 2-round encryption diagraph
(s)
di

we restrict the
within [2, 2h =8] when h =
3. Also, we
choose l to replace the ﬁnite group operation l in Section
2.1. l is an addition of integers modulo 2l where the l-bit
subblock is treated as the usual radix-two representation of
an integer. & is a concatenation operation in this paper. Then
=l0 & l1 & · & li & · &lp .
For example, p = 2, l0 = 3 and l1 = 1,  = 3 &1
means that adding the ﬁrst 3 digits (a 3 operation), and
followed by a 1 operation. Thus, (0011)  (1011) = (001 +
101)mod 23 &(1 + 1)mod 21 = 1100.
A. Encryption diagram
The encryption process consists of a cryptographic hash
function, and z-round similar computations according to the
block size followed by an output transformation. Averagely,
one round of computations can make at least one and a half
bit change in the ciphertext. Then a 256-bit block cipher needs
12 rounds of computation in average to make sure that 1bit change in the plaintext will make 128-bit change in the
ciphertext. We can choose z=16 in our design when the block
size is 256. σs is a permutation (P1 and P2 represent σ1
and σ2 in Fig.1 ) used in kth round and it has different
implementations and no invariant.
In the encryption, w is the block size, p is the number
p
(s)
of subblock (or chunks) in a block,
= w, we
i=1 di
use s =d(s) & · & d(s) & · &d(s) , where s is the round
p
1
i
label, s is the dynamic operator we will use in each round.
The complete ﬁrst two rounds are depicted in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 1, Hk0 = Hash(K), (Hk0 , ∗Hk1 , ..., Hk15 )=F1 (Hk0 ),
e1 = σ1 (e0 ) 0 Hk0 ; e2 = σ2 (e0 ) 1 Hk1 , ci is a small random
number within [0, 64). We will see how to decide the range
(s)
of it later. f is a mapping between ci to di .
B. Decryption scheme
The encryption and decryption processes are similar. The
differences between the encryption and decryption algorithm
are: (1) Do the modular substraction ﬁrst instead of the
modular addition; (2) Use the corresponding inverse of the
permutation. Figure 2 shows the two-round decryption process.
−1
Pn and Pn−2 are permutations and Pn−1 and Pn−2
are the
corresponding inverse permutation of them. In Fig.2, n = 16,
−1
−1
en−1 = Pn−1 (en −1
15 Hk15 ); en−2 = Pn−2 (en−1 14 Hk14 ), ....

C. Hash function and an implementation of F1
The hash module in Fig. 1 is a 256-bit cryptographic hash
function. We choose RC4-256 in our implementation. After the
hash function, an any-length key is converted to Hk0 , which
is a 256 bit binary integer. Then we choose w/2h − 1 small
primes, which are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37,
41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97, .... They
last one is dependent on w and h. When w = 256, h = 4,
w/2h − 1 = 15. The last prime is 47. These small primes are
used as follows:
Hk1 is a 2-bit right circular shift of Hk0 ;
Hk2 is a 3-bit right circular shift of Hk0 ; ... Hk15 is a 47-bit
right circular shift of Hk0 .
Hk0 , Hk1 , ..., Hk15 are used to generate the permutation σs
and work as n0 , n1 , ..., n15 in the encryption process.
(s)

D. An implementation of F3 : The generation of p, di , and
s
Suppose w is the block size, p is the number of subblock (or
p−1 (s)
(s)
chunks) in a block, r=0 di = w, all the di are determined
by small random integers, then s =d(s) & d(s) & · & d(s)
0
1
i
& · &d(s) , where s is the round label. We use the following
p

(s)

method to determine the p and di :
A w-bit block was chopped into w/2h 2h -bit chunks. p =
(h − 1) ∗ w/2h . Let P  ([2, 2h ], h − 1; 2h ) denote the number of
order-dependent compositions of integer 2h with at most h−1
parts, each of size within [2, 2h ]. Assume that the total number
of such compositions is P  ([2, 2h ], h−1; 2h ) = y, then we use
time t as a seed to generate w/2h small integers cg within
[0, y − 1]. If cg = v, then we retrieve the (v + 1)th ordered
(s) (s)
(s)
partition in the y partitions. We set [dgp , dgp+1 , ..., dgp+p ] to
the vth ordered partition, where s is the round label.
For example, when h = 3, w/2h = 32, h − 1 = 2, p =
(h − 1) ∗ w/2h = 64, 2h = 8. Recall that we have a constrain
that each of size should be within [2, 2h ]. The satisﬁed orderdependent compositions of 8 are [3, 5], [5, 3], [4, 4], [2, 6],
and [6, 2] and y = 5. Thus, random small integers cg is within
[0, 4]. If ci = 0, then we retrieve the 1st ordered partition [3,
(s)
(s)
5]. We will set d2i = 3, d2i+1 = 5.
In our implementation, we choose h = 4, w/2h = 16,
h − 1 = 3, p = (h − 1) ∗ w/2h = 48, 24 = 16. Recall that we
have a constrain that each of size should be within [2, 16].
The satisﬁed order-dependent compositions of 16 are [6, 5, 5],
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[5, 6, 5], [5, 5, 6], [6, 6, 4], [4, 6, 6], [4, 6, 6], [7, 5, 4], [7, 4,
5], [5, 4, 7], [5, 7, 4], [4, 5, 7], [4, 7, 5], [7, 6, 3], [7, 3, 6],
[6, 7, 3], [6, 3, 7], [3, 6, 7], [3, 7, 6], [7, 7, 2], [2, 7, 7], [7, 2,
7], [8, 4, 4], [4, 8, 4], [4, 4, 8], [8, 5, 3], [8, 3, 5], [3, 8, 5],
[3, 5, 8], [5, 8, 3], [5, 3, 8], [8, 6, 2], [8, 2, 6], [6, 2, 8], [6, 8,
2], [2, 6, 8], [2, 8, 6], [9, 4, 3], [9, 3, 4], [4, 9, 3], [4, 3, 9],
[3, 4, 9], [3, 9, 4], [9, 5, 2], [9, 2, 5], [5, 9, 2], [5, 2, 9], [2, 5,
9], [2, 9, 5], [10, 3, 3], [3, 3, 10], [3, 10, 3], [10, 4, 2], [10, 2,
4], [4, 2, 10], [4, 10, 2], [2, 4, 10], [2, 10, 4], [11, 3, 2], [11,
2, 3], [2, 11, 3], [2, 3, 11], [3, 11, 2], [3, 2, 11], [12, 2, 2], [2,
2, 12], [2, 12, 2] and y = 66. For simpliﬁcation, we delete the
compositions [12, 2, 2] and [2, 2, 12], thus, small integers cg
is within [0, 63]. If cg = 2, then we retrieve the 3rd ordered
(s)
(s)
(s)
partition [5, 5, 6]. We will set d3i = 5, d3i+1 = 5, d3i+2 = 6,
(s)
where s is the round label. Once the di is determined, the
s of each round is determined.
E. An implementation of F2 : Key-dependent bit-level permutation generation algorithm
In our implementation, w = 256. We chopped Hk0 , Hk1 ,
..., Hk15 into 32 8-bit chunks. Let fr represents rth chunks.
If f1 = 20, then the digit on the 1st position will be moved to
20th position after the permutation. If fr is a number repeated,
then we ignore it and continue to test fr+1 until we get 256
different integers or test all fr . If we cannot ﬁnd 256 different
numbers, then we ﬁll the remaining position with an ordered
sequence of those numbers not shown up within [0, 255].
In the ﬁrst round, the following p[q] = u is the permutation
σ1 we used, that means the qth bit will move to uth bit after
the permutation. We can see there are no invariant positions.
For the (s + 1)th round, the integers we used to generate
σs are Hks , Hks+1 , ..., Hk15 , Hk0 , Hks−1 .
p[0]=220, p[1]=6, p[2]=7, p[3]=14, p[4]=22, p[5]=33,
p[6]=35, p[7]=36, p[8]=37, p[9]=38, p[10]=39, p[11]=51,
p[12]=54, p[13]=62, p[14]=64, p[15]=65, p[16]=66,
p[17]=67, p[18]=68, p[19]=69, p[20]=70, p[21]=71,
p[22]=72, p[23]=73, p[24]=74, p[25]=75, p[26]=76, p[27]=77,
p[28]=78, p[29]=79, p[30]=82, p[31]=86, p[32]=87, p[33]=90,
p[34]=94, p[35]=95, p[36]=96, p[37]=97, p[38]=98, p[39]=99,
p[40]=100, p[41]=101, p[42]=102, p[43]=103, p[44]=104,
p[45]=105, p[46]=106, p[47]=107, p[48]=108, p[49]=109,
p[50]=110, p[51]=111, p[52]=114, p[53]=115, p[54]=116,
p[55]=117, p[56]=118, p[57]=119, p[58]=121, p[59]=122,
p[60]=125, p[61]=126, p[62]=127, p[63]=131, p[64]=132,
p[65]=134, p[66]=139, [67]=142, p[68]=143, p[69]=150,
p[70]=151, p[71]=164, p[72]=166, p[73]=167, p[74]=170,
p[75]=193, p[76]=194, p[77]=195, p[78]=196, p[79]=197,
p[80]=198, p[81]=199, p[82]=202, p[83]=203, p[84]=204,
p[85]=206, p[86]=211, p[87]=212, p[88]=213, p[89]=214,
p[90]=215, p[91]=223, p[92]=226, p[93]=227, p[94]=228,
p[95]=229, p[96]=230, p[97]=231, p[98]=234, p[99]=236,
p[100]=237,
p[101]=241,
p[102]=242,
p[103]=243,
p[104]=246,
p[105]=254,
p[106]=255,
p[107]=239,
p[108]=172,
p[109]=135,
p[110]=210,
p[111]=133,
p[112]=252,
p[113]=225,
p[114]=12,
p[115]=191,
p[116]=250, p[117]=92, p[118]=163, p[119]=44, p[120]=190,

p[121]=201,
p[122]=200,
p[123]=244,
p[124]=189,
p[125]=124,
p[126]=141,
p[127]=123,
p[128]=209,
p[129]=45, p[130]=149, p[131]=219, p[132]=42, p[133]=113,
p[134]=129,
p[135]=224,
p[136]=253,
p[137]=192,
p[138]=235, p[139]=138, p[140]=40, p[141]=176, p[142]=15,
p[143]=46, p[144]=89, p[145]=8, p[146]=165, p[147]=63,
p[148]=84, p[149]=9, p[150]=188, p[151]=182, p[152]=137,
p[153]=218,
p[154]=140,
p[155]=232,
p[156]=145,
p[157]=238, p[158]=245, p[159]=83, p[160]=174, p[161]=4,
p[162]=11, p[163]=251, p[164]=50, p[165]=61, p[166]=146,
p[167]=53, p[168]=13, p[169]=55, p[170]=34, p[171]=5,
p[172]=10, p[173]=216, p[174]=171, p[175]=161, p[176]=16,
p[177]=162, p[178]=205, p[179]=233, p[180]=3, p[181]=159,
p[182]=155, p[183]=0, p[184]=179, p[185]=32, p[186]=112,
p[187]=80, p[188]=175, p[189]=23, p[190]=169, p[191]=26,
p[192]=222,
p[193]=221,
p[194]=148,
p[195]=187,
p[196]=208, p[197]=2, p[198]=43, p[199]=147, p[200]=41,
p[201]=157, p[202]=31, p[203]=217, p[204]=91, p[205]=240,
p[206]=60, p[207]=57, p[208]=183, p[209]=48, p[210]=177,
p[211]=168, p[212]=81, p[213]=130, p[214]=158, p[215]=47,
p[216]=85, p[217]=25, p[218]=207, p[219]=88, p[220]=154,
p[221]=249, p[222]=59, p[223]=28, p[224]=181, p[225]=248,
p[226]=49, p[227]=136, p[228]=128, p[229]=160, p[230]=17,
p[231]=30, p[232]=18, p[233]=173, p[234]=19, p[235]=21,
p[236]=52, p[237]=20, p[238]=93, p[239]=152, p[240]=27,
p[241]=156, p[242]=29, p[243]=24, p[244]=120, p[245]=153,
p[246]=178, p[247]=58, p[248]=56, p[249]=186, p[250]=180,
p[251]=247, p[252]=184, p[253]=1, p[254]=185, p[255]=144.
F. Encryption and decryption
Time t and K are used together as a credential to encrypt
and decrypt a block. We transmit t through an out-of-band
channel such as text, email or personal call. We use the
formula (2-3) and (2-4) to compute the cipher text and plain
text.
IV. T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS AND E XPERIMENTS
A. Diffusion: avalanche effect
The diffusion requirement on a cipher is that each plaintext
bit should affect every ciphertext bit and each key bit should
inﬂuence every cipher bit (see ( [7], [8])). Diffusion is provided
by the transformation called the addition modulo 2l , keydependent bit-level permutation σs , and concatenation &.
1) Avalanche effect test: Instead of providing full avalanche, SHIPHER makes two weaker guarantees that
together are almost as effective:
•
•

A change to any bit of the input will on average change
half the bits of the last 256 bits of the output
A change to any bit of the last 256 bits of the input will
on average change half the bits of the output

We conducted 100 times to test the avalanche effect using
one bit change in plaintext. The result is shown in Table 1
(s)
when h = 4. When h = 4, the average of di is 5, 12-round
encryption is enough for our avalanche requirement. When
h = 3, 16-round encryption is better because the average of
(s)
di is 4.
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TABLE I
AVERAGE AVALANCHE EFFECT RESULTS WHEN h = 4

Round
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Bits
3
11
32
51
63
79
95
121
129
137
143
157
145
149
154
145

Fig. 3. The effect of a l operation

2) Key sensitive test:: We omitted the key sensitive test
because what we use is H(K) instead of Key. The avalanche
effect of the cryptographic hash function H() guarantees the
key sensitivity of SHIPHER.
3) Theoretical analysis of avalanche effect: Theorem 1:
Assume n is a binary integer with arbitrary length, then
averagely there are two different digits between n + 1 and n.
The probability of the last digit of them is 1; the probability
of the second last digit of them is 1/2; followed by 1/4, 1/8,
..., 1/2i .
The proof is trivial.
Theorem 2: After a binary integer with length less than k
incrementing by 1, there are averagely 2 − 2k−1 bits changed.
Theorem 3 If the ith bits of n1 and n2 are different, the
ith bit needs to do a l operation, then for all n3 , n1  n3
and n2  n3 are the same except the ﬁrst i bits in the speciﬁed
subblock with length l as in ﬁgure 3.
V. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
A. Brute-force attacks and algebraic attacks
Let P  ([2, 2h ], h − 1; 2h ) denote the number of orderdependent compositions of integer 2h with at most h−1 parts,
each of size within [2, 2h ]. During each round, the number of
h
possible dynamic operators is P  ([2, 2h ], h − 1; 2h )w/2 . The
h
possible dynamic operators is (P  ([2, 2h ], h − 1; 2h )w/2 )z
after z-round encryption. When w = 256, z = 16, h = 4,
h
p = 48, P  ([2, 2h ], h − 1; 2h )w/2 =6616 , (P  ([2, 2h ], h −
h
1; 2h )w/2 )z = 6616∗12 = 66256 . For simpliﬁcation, we
choose 64 instead of 66. The number of possible dynamic
operators is 64256 . It is very hard to conduct the brute-force
attacks. Similarly, it is also resistant to algebraic attacks, which

tries to ﬁnd an algebraic expression from input (plain text) to
output (cipher text).
When w = 256, z = 16, h = 3, p = 64, P  ([2, 2h ], h −
h
h
1; 2h )w/2 =532 , (P  ([2, 2h ], h−1; 2h )w/2 )z = 532∗16 = 5512 .
It is also resistant to the brute-force attacks and algebraic
attacks.
B. Linear and differential attacks
Linear and differential attacks rely on the known structure
of encryption scheme. For key-dependent ciphers, both attacks
are inefﬁcient because the attacker does not know the details
of . Thus, it is also resistant to other attacks related to
differential attacks such as Boomerang attacks [13], statistical
saturation attack [14].
C. Related-key attacks
After a key getting through a cryptographic hash function
such as RC4-256 or SHA2-256, even one-bit change in the
key will cause a huge change in SHIPHER. Thus, SHIPHER
is resistant to relate-key attacks [20].
D. Side channel attacks
Most ciphers are vulnerable to side channel attacks such
as a timing attack [15] in which the attacker attempts to
compromise a cryptosystem by analyzing the time taken to execute cryptographic algorithms. SHIPHER has this weakness
as other ciphers, however, it can mitigate this attack because it
is key-dependent and uses time as the second secret to generate
100-200 small random integers. The randomness lowers the
risk to timing attacks.
E. Other attacks
It it not clear whether our cipher provide key-dependent
message security [19] now because there is no existing testing
methodology for this property. We believe our cipher is
resistant to the key-dependent attacks [26] because the key
was hashed by RC4-256 or SHA2-256 in this cipher.
F. Special cases of plain text and cipher text
If the plain text is 0x0 or 0xFF...F, the permutation turns
out useless in the ﬁrst round. This case will not generate weak
encryption blocks. We veriﬁed this.
VI. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
There are many lightweight block ciphers such as SIMON
and SPECK [29], AES [9], KLEIN [11], and PRESENT [27].
We have restricted our comparisons exclusively to AES. Comparing with the above block ciphers, the algebraic expression
of our scheme is simple and straightforward. And the block
size and the key length of our scheme is more ﬂexible. Also,
the users can choose different implementations according to
their security strength requirement.
We implement SHIPHER in C language and attach the
encryption and decryption codes in the Appendix. The measurements were taken on a personal computer with a 64-bit,
2.66 Ghz Intel(R) Core (TM) 2 Quad CPU Q8400. We now
provide some information on the performance achieved by the
SHIPHER-toolkit.
SHIPHER-enc and SHIPHER-dec run in a predictable
amount of time based on the length of the key and the
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISONS WITH OTHER

Algorithm Key
length
(bit)
AES
256
SHIPHER any

Block
size
(bit)
256
256

RAM

LIGHT- WEIGHT CIPHERS

ROM

Block processing
(byte)
(byte)
speed (ms)
14028.8 38563.84 2860
19251
42782
2738

number of rounds. The performance of them depends on
the selected hash function and random number generation
algorithm. Short private keys are as secure as long private
keys while maintaining reasonable running times. It is as fast
as AES-256 and slower than KLEIN-96 and PRESENT-80.
Table 2 shows our results.
VII. E XTENSION
Our block cipher family use the cryptographic hash value
of key and small random integers to construct the dynamic
operators. It is a key-dependent encryption framework. A
cryptosystem designer can have a different encryption scheme
after changing the cryptographic hash function and the dynamic operators. This encryption framework admits a variety
of implementations on random number generator.
There are several ways to extend this scheme: (1) Add other
ﬁnite group operations such as multiplication over Zp \ {0},
addition over GF (2n ), etc; (2) Interleave these group operations with the dynamic operator we proposed in this paper; (3)
Make the permutation more uniformly distribution over [1, n].
We will test these schemes one by one and compare them in
the future.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
We mention lightweight block ciphers such as SIMON and
SPECK [29], AES [9], KLEIN [11], and PRESENT [27] in
last section. Consequently, we don’t consider other interesting lightweight stream ciphers like HUMMINGBIRD-2 [28],
GRAIN [30], KATAN [10], TRIVIUM [31], and SALSA20
[32].
Our cipher is a key-dependent block cipher. There are
similar key-dependent ciphers such as a modiﬁcation of Hill
cipher using a key dependent permutation [16], in which the
key matrix is 384 bits, while our cipher accepts any-length
key. Key dependent block cipher SAFER [22] uses log45 and
45x arithmetic operators. Lucifer [24] is a key dependent block
cipher which essentially uses 16-round Feistel network, also on
128-bit blocks and 128-bit keys. Cipher ICE [23] is a Feistel
network with a block size of 64 bits, which also uses keydependent bit permutation in the round function as in our
design. It round function is different from our design.
Literature [17] proposed ﬁve key-dependent s-box using a
matrix, which is different from our scheme. Literature [18]
proposed a key-dependent s-box for AES using a permutation
of all possible 256 8-bit elements of GF (28 ). Literature [25]
proposed a DNA based key-dependent ShiftRows transformation approach for AES. Another key dependent S-boxes
based on 2D logistic map and 2D cross map was proposed in
literature [21]. SHIPHER is different from all of them because

it does not use S-boxes and the chunk length varies while the
length of S-boxes is ﬁxed in other block ciphers.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We created a symmetric block cipher framework based
on the design concept of a customized operator –“mixing
2 different group operations and random number generation
operations”– to achieve the required confusion and diffusion.
Confusion is achieved by arranging the operations in a way
that no pair of successive operations are of the same type
and by the fact that operations of different types are bitlevel. The diffusion can be achieved using 16 different bitlevel key-dependent permutations. Encryption and decryption
are essentially the same process with different customized
operators. Since some implementation of SHIPHER uses of
an 8-bit-less regular modular addition structure, the SHIPHER
can be implemented efﬁciently in both memory-restrained
hardware (e. g. microcontroller) and software. The security of
the proposed cipher needs further intensive investigation. We
hereby invite interested partied to attack this proposed cipher
and will be grateful ro receive the results of any such attacks.
In the future, it would be interesting to consider these new
encryption families as encryption schemes for big data and
disk section encryption because it is highly efﬁcient.
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A PPENDIX A: P ROOF OF B IT I NDEPENDENCE C RITERION
The bit independence criterion (BIC) states that bits j and k of
output should change independently when any single input bit i is
inverted, for all i, j and k [12].
Theorem 4: Our scheme satisﬁes BIC.
1) Suppose A and B have the same length n and (n − 1) same
binary digits.
2)  is an operator, its distribution of length of each chunk
(subblock) is preset or can be calculated from all the possible
partitions.
3) σ is a random permutation.
4) xi is a n-bit binary number with digits random uniformly
distributed in [0, 1].
Theorem 5: Assume A(i) = xi−1  σ(A(i−1) ), B (i) = xi−1 
σ(B (i−1) ), where A0 = A, and B 0 = B, then the 0 and 1 of A(i)
and B (i) (i ≥ 1) are uniformly distributed.
Proof: 1 The sum of any number and a number with digits
uniformly distributed in {0, 1} is with digits uniformly distributed in
{0, 1}.

2 The concatenation of several numbers with digits uniformly
distributed in {0, 1} is with digits uniformly distributed in {0, 1}.
Theorem 6: Assume the probability of A(i) and B (i) have the
same bits is pi , then the relationships between pi+1 and pi are as
follows:
1) pi < pi+1 < 1/2, if pi < 1/2
2) pi > pi+1 > 1/2, if pi > 1/2
3) pi → 1/2, i → ∞
Theorem 6 guarantees that the probabilities of 0 and 1 in a number
at last are 1/2 whatever the original probabilities are.
Theorem 7: For all different i, j, k, then
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

P (A[j] = B[j] , A[k] = A[k] A[i] = A[i] ) → 1/4
P (A[j] = B[j] , A[k] = A[k] A[i] = A[i] ) → 1/4
.
.
.

(IX-5)

(IX-6)

According to Theorem 6, we only need to prove that the probabilities of 0 and 1 at any two positions are irrelative.
That means, we only need to prove that
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

P (A[j] = B[j] |A[i] = A[i] ) → 1/2.
Assume that

(t)
P (A[j]

(t)
(t)
(t)
= B[j] |A[i] = A[i] )
(t)
(t)
(t)
P (A[j] = B[j] , A[i] =

(IX-7)

= qi,j,t , that means when
(t)

t is large enough,
A[i] ) = 1/2qi,j,t . Let the
i , j  are the positions of i, j after permutation.
(t+1)
(t+1)
(t+1)
(t+1)
Then P (A[i ] = B[i ] , A[j  ] = B[j  ] ) can be calculated
as in the proof of Theorem 6.
We can also prove that: (1) If i , j  are in a chunk, then the
maximum decreases and the minimum increases; (2) If i , j  are not
in a chunk, the probabilities will approach 1/4 due to the uniformly
distribution.
Proof :
Suppose m bits of A(i) and B (i) are the same, and the other
n − m bits are different. Also the indices (positions) of the m bits
are uniformly distributed. After operation i , the number of the same
bits in A(i+1) and B (i+1) can be calculated by the following rule:
We select a l operator in a i to do the analysis: 1) The
probability of the 0th bit is the same is pi , after the l operation,
this probability is the same;
2) The probability of the 0th bit is different is 1 − pi , after the l
operation, this probability is the same; however, it affects the previous
bit due to a carrier with the probability of (1 − pi )/2.
3) The probability of the tth (0 < t < l) bit does not change is
pi , assume the the probability of carrier is 1 at (t − 1)th bit is αt−1 ,
then the probability of At and B t stay the same is as follows:
Ti = pi (1 − αt−1 ) + (1 − pi )αt−1
The probability of there is a carrier is as follows:
Si = 1/2pi αt−1 + 1/2(1 − pi )(1 − αt−1 ) ≤ 1/2
4) In a summary,
⎧
⎨ > pi , pi < 1/2 ;
Ti = pi + (1 − 2pi )αt−1 = < pi , pi > 1/2 ;
⎩ = p , p = 1/2 .
i
i
If there is one chunk (subblock) with the length longer than 1,
then Theorem 2 is true. Since any di is greater than 1, then Theorem
2 is true. We can simulate the contraction speed on a computer as
well. Table 1 shows the statistical results about the diffusion in our
experiments.

